Grazing with traditional breeds of cattle
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
Message posted on behalf of Neil Pilcher
Our Longhorn and Shetland cattle herds are run by our tenant who also raises his own
beef cattle. During this process he has become interested in conversion to rare breeds.
Recently he has said that this is a serious proposition especially with the new premovement TB testing for young cattle coming in. He does not see it will be economical
for him to continue with his current system when the vet charges £100/hr plus a call out
fee for each test.
What he has proposed is that he will switch to rare breeds (Longhorns to start as they
are available locally) with the specific aim of producing non-pedigree cattle for sale to
conservation organisations for grazing schemes. He feels there is a market for this due
to our experiences of finding it difficult to buy stock for our scheme and that those that
were available were pedigree and he felt we were paying well over the odds for what we
required. Several other organisations have been in contact with him locally about
running schemes on other SSSI sites and availability of stock has always been one
issue.
I would be very interested in your views on the viability of this idea. Do you think there is
likely to be an increasing market for conservation grazing or is it likely to reach a plateau
(bearing in mind it will take a couple of years for him to convert)? Do you think the nonpedigree route is the right one? What other rare breeds are most commonly used by
conservation schemes (he will probably want no more than two other breeds)?
Clearly I want to encourage him but not if he is going to end up ruining his business.
The crucial thing here is that if he (or any of his potential purchasers) are looking to
apply for the Native Breeds at Risk Supplement of the HLS scheme, the stock need to
be registered with the relevant breed society (ie pedigree)
It is worth flagging this up with him.
Regards and good luck
Cathy
Having just converted our farm to pedigree traditional breeds I have these thoughts:
Although it is more expensive to convert to rare breeds, if you stay pedigree then there
are higher returns too.
It really depends on whether the price he wants is higher than the price you get for meat.

I would also point out that any increase in the demand for traditional breeds due to the
extra payments in Stewardship will only be in pedigree animals.
If he buys pedigree he can still aim for the breeding market, can still get the extra HLS
payment and can also sell the animals that don't come up to scratch as pedigree stock
as "unregistered" for a premium (over the meat price) to conservation schemes.
Therefore maximising his returns.
Hope this is useful.
Rob.
Rob Havard
Conservation Officer
Malvern Hills Conservators
Many years ago I wondered about the pedigree market and decided that the top, say
four, breeders made money and the rest did it for glory. What I think happened was that
a superb bull was brought into the ring and the top breeders bid for it if it was owned by
one of the top cartel, and this was then knocked down at some very fancy price like
£50,000. If it was sold to a new comer wanting to get in the business that is what he
paid, but if one of the ol' boys got stuck with it the vendor gave him back £40,000. Ten
years ago buying a car at auction for my son I soon recognised the cartel and so bid for
several cars I did not want and then dropped out so the cartel got stuck with them and
did not try and run me up, so I got a VW that is still going strong for the reserve price
(less a bit!)
Do not ask me to prove this situation as I cannot, but wait for the next exciting instalment
on how farm sales are rigged!
Richard M
Others have made the point about the need for pedigree registered stock for the HLS
breeds option but its also a must for marketing into the Traditional Breeds Meat
Marketing Co scheme. This is crucial if you want to avoid the drastic penalties that are
applied for the smaller carcases that many native breeds produce. The Longhorn is one
breed that is better suited to the commodity supply chain but many of the others (e.g.
Shetland) will struggle to make the minimum weight. I always resent it when I lose 15p or
30p/kg for animals that are just a few kg too light.
best wishes
Bill
Based on my experience with the TBMMS don't assume they will take anything. I have
yet to get them to accept a single animal and have now given up trying. Even though on
one occasion a local TBMMS finishing unit gave them a personal recommendation for a

specific steer on our behalf they still could not place it - and yet I subsequently managed
to place it with one phone call to the nearest of their own butchers!
Maybe placing rare breeds with conservation organisations depends on the breed, but
with Shetlands I have found it very hard work, and certainly the prices are nothing to
write home about. And yet the cattle are absolutely ideal for conservation grazing
situations, and the beef is superb. Having now been marketing Trust cattle for five
years, if it was my business from which I needed to make a living, I would not wish to
base it on the ongoing demand from conservation organisations. I say this as an
enthusiast for rare breeds in conservation.
Mike Sandison
Essex Wildlife Trust
I would be very interested to hear of anyone who has successfully applied for the Rare
Breeds supplement in HLS. I have applied twice only to be told in one case, the standard
award had always envisaged grazing so no more was available and in the other, that
any mainstream breed could be used and therefore the supplement was not justified
(both heathland sites).
Mary Holloway
Greenoak Shetland Cattle
I remember about 10 years ago (or more) a Suffolk ram was sold for 60,000 Guineas (it
came 4th or 5th in the show). The seller and the buyer were working together
sharing/swapping rams so there is no way that the full price was paid.
The sale did two things. People who actually thought that the ram was sold for 60,000
now thought that the Seller must have some amazing breeding stock and would go and
pay silly money for breeding ewes and rams straight from the farm. They also thought
that the buyer must have the best Tup in the land and would go and pay silly money for
breeding ewes and Rams by this Tup, when it wasn't even the best animal at the sale.
The moral of the story is that you can make money out of pedigree stock as long as you
watch the market for a couple of years and think carefully (or get advice) before you buy.
Maybe GAP could get Richard to run some courses on buying livestock, particularly
bidding. At the annual Show and Sale of a particular traditional breed of sheep last
summer there was a conservation organisation bidding for breeding ewes. Whenever
they bid they would come in again straight away after the opposing bid, as if to show
how serious they were about buying each ewe and therefore put off the other bidder.
This just allowed the Auctioneer to play them like a fiddle (back and forth) and even
when they lost their bidding opponent the auctioneer magically picked another bidder out
of thin air and they had another 60 Guineas on the bill.

Take your time, bid slowly, break up the auctioneers rhythm and look for where your
opposing bid is. That way you will know when your opponent is beat and the auctioneer
wont be so confident finding that extra bidder.
Rob.
Rob Havard
Conservation Officer
Malvern Hills Conservators
Hi
My brief thoughts are...
1) Suckler cow viability is not looking good, particularly on marginal land, so increasing
need for conservation grazing animals into the foreseeable.
2) Conservation grazing must show and promote positive returns (economic and
environmental) for funding/projects to continue long term.
3) Rare and traditional breeds best suited to most conservation grazing sites.
4) Cost of rare and traditional breeds reflect their special characteristics.
5) X bred traditional breeds can perform very well in some circumstances although lower
purchase cost may be offset by lower income further down the line (conservation
graziers are keen to sell breeding stock and added value products too. Maybe a false
economy).
6) Pedigree animals can have more added value and benefit from HLS supplement.
7) More important than exact breed is the provenance/grazing performance of the cow.
Big difference within breeds/herds. Focus on monitoring and selling cows with
conservation grazing traits e.g. well suited to limestone grassland, maybe?
8) Closed herd a bonus.
9) Presumably grazier will still moving and selling animals, including some stores and fat
steers, so TB testing costs still an issue.
I would see selling to Conservation Orgs as a part of a wider business plan.
I am currently involved in a project working with Natural England and Cumulus
Consultants looking at the future of extensive sucker cow enterprises in the South West
region. We are hoping to develop a package of new measures designed to assist
graziers e.g. improved HLS payments, support for new cons grazing herds, away

wintering, capital payments for FYM infrastructure etc. We will take these to DEFRA and
push for improved RDR/EU support.
I would be interested to hear from Nibblers who have constructive ideas for new
measures and funding options. If we could get financial support for one suckler cow
grazing issue/need, what would it be???? Answers on a post card!
Thanks
Jonathan Brunyee
Conygree Farm
My post card to Jonathan Brunyee would go like this:
All conservation stock for slaughter should be shipped and sold to one farm which would
then have enough to have a steady supply and so be able to develop speciality markets.
This farm could also "finish" stock which need it. (What you and I call "fatten" but that is
now a F word) This operation would be cooperatively owned (horror upon horror!) and so
when the stock was sold a top up payment could be made for animals realising a high
price.
Problem #1 How do you transport stock from all over the UK and not incur a prohibitive
over head cost. Do not fall into the "ostrich trap" when lots of people come in to supply
the breeding market and then the market collapses from over supply. Ostriches can do
this very quickly as they lay maybe 30 eggs and so the effect occurs 30 times more
quickly than say beef cattle.
Don’t tell me, Jonathan "Some bloody post card"!
Richard M
Sounds like a very dynamic proposal, Richard. Mine would be much more modest.
I would simply like more progress to be made in marketing older cattle so that we don't
need to rely on more productive and intensive units to take our stock. It is quite clear to
me, if no one else, that native breeds have the capacity to finish very well on nothing
more than the semi-natural unimproved grassland that we are using them to graze. All
we need are some better routes to market for them since the standard OTM processors
are only geared up to supply the burger and pie trade.
I have just had grades back for 10 OTM cattle that came straight off some molinea-rush
pasture, which as most of you will know contains very little nourishment at this time of
year. 70% of them achieved the minimum fat class or higher, including one that scored a
5, something that would be heavily penalized in under 30 month cattle, but for OTM
seems not to be a problem. Conformation was in the expected range for native breed
heifers (O- to R) But there was a huge discount on most of them because they were all
of smaller than the typical holstein limousin cross suckler cow which is the basis for the
standard weight spec. It is a nonsense if all the meat is going to be minced or diced and

I felt cheated that the smallest of the bunch only realised £115, because the meat she
produced would have all had the same value as that from the bigger animals. If she
hadn't had organic status she would have only earned £30, a pound or two more than
the haulage.
So we do need to stimulate serious interest in marketing animals like these as a
specialist product. The extra time they have taken to finish naturally is extra years spent
accumulating the kind of health benefits that research at Bristol is beginning to
demonstrate.
best wishes and sorry for subjecting you all to such a spiel
Bill
Bill,
The problem is that the regulation plaguing the industry is allowing those in the supply
chain to take advantage of people supplying anything slightly different, their response to
criticism being 'it's not personal just business'.
If over 30 month clean beef was allowed into the food chain on the same basis as under
24 month beef I am sure it would find ready markets without too much difficulty. Add to
that the fact that most commercial suckler cow units need a 25% price increase in beef
prices to bring them into profitability.
If this could be achieved then conservation grazing would benefit accordingly.
Until then things are only going to get more difficult as more farmers and potential
graziers reduce their cattle numbers.
The trouble with the above is that big word 'IF' appears all too often!
Stephen
Stephen Comber
The question then Stephen must be 'how?' It may need some direct action. I am hoping
that one of our local abattoirs is going to get certified to do OTM kills and that will enable
direct sellers to have a go at marketing their own mature beef. I for one would be glad to
try it. NE have 5 OTM Blue grey steers from Ingleborough that would be a likely pilot
batch along with 2 OTM Belted Galloways that are already booked into the meat
research lab in Bristol next autumn to compare with the Under 30 month ones that went
for testing last October.
It would be good to hear what everyone else is doing on this front.
best wishes
Bill

I agree wholeheartedly with Bill. The current set of rules and regulations have a very
negative impact on OTM beef, and in our area beef cattle are commanding a much
better price than finished animals 25-30months old, due to the difficulties in local
butchers getting a licence to process carcasses over 24 months.
Our Murray Grey cattle are just not quite big enough at 24 months, finish off thin air by
30 months, and would be superb beef at 36 months!
Cathy

